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Laser satellites are detected in the emission spectra of magnesium and
aluminum plasmas produced by femtosecond laser pulses. This is made
possible by the realization of picosecond time resolution in a high-
luminosity x-ray spectrograph with a spherically curved mica crystal.
The temporal characteristics of these newly recorded spectral lines
show unequivocally that they are formed as a result of nonlinear pro-
cesses. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00219-3#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.25.Nr

Strong oscillating electric and magnetic fields can greatly influence the emis
characteristics of ions. Vinogradov and Yukov1 have shown theoretically that new spe
tral lines, which they called laser satellites, should appear in the emission spectrum
ion placed in a strong laser field. The laser satellites are due to a nonlinear interact
the radiation with the excited statesB* of the ions, as a result of which the laser photo
\v las are converted into photons\v8 and\v9 with the frequenciesv85vB* B1v las and
v95vB* B2v las, where\vB* B is the difference of the energies of the ion in the sta
B* andB ~see Fig. 1!. These nonlinear processes are possible if the statesB* andB of
the ion possess the same parity. This means that the transitionB*→B itself is optically
forbidden.

Thus a laser field with frequencyv las should produce two new spectral lines arou
each parity-forbidden transitionB*→B of the ion. These lines have frequenci
vB* B6v las and virtually the same intensities.1 It should be noted that if the ionB is
multiply charged, then, first, the wavelengths of the emitted laser satellites can lie
480 4800021-3640/97/070480-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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x-ray region of the spectrum and, second, the probabilities of the nonlinear proc
become quite high only in ultrahigh laser fields~see below!.

Despite the fact that the laser x-ray satellites were predicted more than 20 year
they had not been observed until very recently. This is because their experimental
tion requires: 1! an intense laser pulse with flux density>1016 W/cm2, 2! an x-ray
spectrograph with a very good spectral resolutionl/Dl>5000, and 3! the capability of
recording the emission spectrum of a plasma only during the interaction with the
pulse. It is very difficult to satisfy these conditions in the same experiment. For exam
it is quite easy to achieve high laser radiation flux densitiesq.1017 W/cm2 with a
subpicosecond pulse, but in this case it is very difficult~even now! to obtain subpicosec
ond time resolution of the x-ray spectrograph. In the opposite case of a quite long
pulse, laser satellites can be detected even without time resolution~time resolution can
actually be replaced by good spatial resolution, since in this case there is enoug
during the laser pulse for the plasma to leave the observation region!, but this requires
quite unique laser setups. We note that recently we were the first to observe2,3 laser
satellites in the spectra of a titanium plasma by using one such setup — ‘‘Janus’’
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory~USA!. This setup made it possible t
obtain a laser radiation flux density'1017 W/cm2 with pulse duration'120 ps. Some-
what later, laser satellites were also observed in the VUV range.4

In the present work we recorded laser satellites in the emission spectra of m
sium and aluminum plasmas produced by femtosecond laser pulses. This was
possible by the realization of picosecond time resolution in a high-luminosity x
spectrograph with a spherically curved mica crystal. The temporal characteristics
new spectral lines show unequivocally that the lines are formed as a result of the
linear processes discussed above.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experiments were performed at the Center for Ultrafast Optical Science a
University of Michigan.

The x-ray spectra were excited by irradiating solid targets with a 400 fs laser p5

with energy up to 2 J at thefundamental frequency (l51.053mm). A spherically curved
mica crystal (R5186 mm) focused the plasma radiation onto the photocathode

FIG. 1. Scheme of the nonlinear interaction of laser photons with multiply charged ions.
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Kentec x-ray camera in a slitless arrangement of a FSSR-1D spectrograph~see Fig. 2!.6

The spectral resolution of the system in the dynamic regime was not worse
l/Dl'5000. The time resolution at the maximum scan rate was equal to 5–7 ps
image from the camera screen was intensified with a multichannel plate light amp
and recorded with a 12-bit CCD camera; this made possible wavelength referenc
the images obtained in different shots.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present experiment the relative arrangement of the plasma, the sph
crystal, and the detection system was chosen so as to record the emission spectrum
ranges 9.15–9.35 Å~in second-order reflection from the mica crystal! and 6.1–6.23 Å~in
third-order reflection!. In the case of a magnesium plasma this made it possible to
serve the resonance and intercombination lines of the He-like ion Mg XI and
dielectronic satellites and, in the case of an aluminum plasma, the 1s5p 1P121s2 1S0

line of the He-like ion Al XII. Laser satellites due to the interaction of laser photons w
the 1s2s 1S0 state of the Mg XI ion and the 1s5s 1S0 and 1s5d 1D2 states of the Al XII
ion should also fall into the indicated detection ranges.

In Ref. 1 it was shown that the intensityP of laser satellites can be estimate
according to the equation

P~W/cm3!5v8/v las NB* qlass, ~1!

whereqlas(W/cm2) is the laser radiation flux density,NB* (cm23) is the population of the
excited stateB* of the ion, the frequencies arev85vB* B* 6v las, ands is the Raman
scattering cross section, which can be estimated in the approximation of one virtua
according to the formula

s5sT@v lasv83~vkB* 1vkB!2f Bkf B* k#/$4~vkB* 2v las!
2~vkB1v las!

2vkBvkB* %,
~2!

where sT5(8p/3)(e2/mc2)2 is the Thomson cross section andf i j is the oscillator
strength for the transitioni→ j .

Equation~1! can be rewritten, introducing the probabilityAlas(v8) of induced tran-
sitions, as

P5\v8NB* Alas~v8!, ~3!

FIG. 2. Experimental arrangement for recording time-resolved x-ray spectra of a plasma.
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whereAlas(v8)5qlass/\v las. When the energy\v8 of the emitted photon falls in the
x-ray range, the probabilitiesAlas(vB* B1v las) andAlas(vB* B2v las) are practically iden-
tical and therefore both laser satellites should have approximately equal intensities
can see from Eqs.~2! and~3! that the most intense laser satellites are obtained if the s
B* possesses the same multiplicity as the lower levelB of the transition, since then th
oscillator strengthsf Bk and f B* k will correspond to optically allowed transitions.

The interaction of a laser photon\v las59524 cm21 with the 1s2s 1S0 state of a Mg
XI ion should give two satellite lines with wavelengthsls1'9.2178 Å andls2'9.2341
Å, since according to the calculations performed in Ref. 7, the energy of the 1s2s 1S0

level equals 1.08393107 cm21. The probabilitiesAlas(v8) of induced transitions can b
estimated from Eqs.~2! and ~3!, taking the 1s2p 1P1 state as the levelk ~see Fig. 1!.
Using the data given in Ref. 7 for the energies of the levels and oscillator strength
obtain Alas(lS1,S2)'1.531013(qlas/1017 W/cm2) s21. For qlas.1016 W/cm2 the prob-
abilities Alas(lS1,S2) are higher than the probabilities of collisional de-excitation of
1s2s 1S0 level and the intensities of the laser satellites can be estimated on the ba
a coronal model. Using the excitation rates of the 1s2p 1P1 and 1s2s 1S0 levels calcu-
lated in Ref. 8, we obtain for the ratio of the intensities of the laser satellites to
intensity of the resonance line

I ~lS1,S2!/I R51/2@^ns~1s221s2s 1S0!&^ns~1s221s2p 1P1!&#'0.15, ~4!

whereI R is the intensity of the resonance line of the Mg XI ion and^ns& are the rates of
excitation of the 1s2s 1S0 and 1s2p 1P1 levels by electron impact from the 1s2s 1S0

ground state. It is clear from Eq.~4! that the laser satellites are sufficiently intense to
detected experimentally. However, it should be underscored that if the laser satellit
emitted only during the timet las of the interaction with the laser pulse, then the stand
spectral lines are emitted during the plasma lifetimetplasma, which is determined by
gasdynamic processes and, as a rule, is much longer~by 10–100 times! than the laser
pulse. In consequence, when spectra are recorded without time resolution the a
intensity of the laser satellites will be determined by the expression

^I s2 /I R&5^I s1 /I R&51/2@^ns~1s221s2s 1S0!&/^ns~1s221s2p 1P1!&t las/tplasma# ~5!

which for the case of the present experiment gives'0.01, which does not exceed th
noise level of the spectrograms.

The experimental results presented in Fig. 3 illustrate what we have said above
time-integrated emission spectrum of a magnesium plasma in the range 9.15–9.3
displayed in Fig. 3a, and the region of the spectrum near the intercombination
1s2p 3P1–1s2 1S0 corresponding to two different times — during the laser pulse~curve
1! and immediately after the pulse~curve2! — is shown in Fig. 3b. Figure 3b also show
a model spectrum~curve3! constructed in accordance with expression~6!. It is seen from
Fig. 3a that in the time-integrated spectrum the laser satellites are indeed indistin
able against the background noise in the spectrogram. The laser satellites are si
absent after the heating pulse ends~see curve2 in Fig. 3b!, while during the laser pulse
~curve 1 in Fig. 3b! their position and intensity agree very well with the theoreti
estimates~curve3 in Fig. 3b!.
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Similar results are also obtained for the laser satellites of the 1s5p 1P1–1s2 1S0

line of the He-like ion Al XII ~see Fig. 4!. In this case it is possible to observe four las
satellites, which are due to the interaction of the laser photons with the 1s5d 1D2 state
~lines a,c in Fig. 4! and the 1s5s 1S0 state~lines b,d in Fig. 4!. Using once again the
coronal model and the estimates given in Ref. 9 for the excitation rates of the trans
1s2→1s5l 1L ( l 5s,p,d), we find that at the plasma temperatureTe'200 eV the inten-
sities of these laser satellites should be'0.37 times the intensity of the allowed transitio
1s5p 1P1–1s2 1S0. The model spectrum constructed in this manner~curve3 in Fig. 4!
corresponds to the experimental spectrum emitted during the laser pulse~curve1 in Fig.
4!. We underscore also that no lines are observed at the locations of the laser sate
the spectrum emitted by the plasma immediately after the laser pulse~curve2 in Fig. 4!.

SinceEB* @cm21] 5108(1/ls1@Å] 11/ls2@Å]/2, the detection of laser satellites pro
vides a direct method for measuring the excitation energies of the metastable lev
ions ~see Table I!. It should be underscored, however, that in the presence of a s
laser field the levels will be shifted with respect to the levels of an isolated ion on acc
of the quadratic Stark effect. For example, for the 1s2s 1S0 level of the ion Mg XI a
simple estimate10 givesDE526.63104(qlas/1017@W/cm2]) cm21. For qlas.106 W/cm2

the shift is appreciably larger than the measurement error, and if the position of the
of an isolated ion is known, then it can be used to estimate the laser radiation flux d
in the plasma. In our case, as follows from a comparison of the experimental results
the calculation performed in Ref. 7 for an isolated ion by the relativistic perturba
method allowing for QED corrections, the flux density did not exceedqlas51016 W/cm2.

FIG. 3. a! Time-integrated emission spectrum of a femtosecond magnesium laser plasma; b! radiation from a
magnesium plasma during the laser pulse~1! and immediately after the pulse~2!. Curve3 is the result of a
theoretical modeling.
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In summary, the detection of x-ray emission from a plasma with picosecond
resolution achieved in the present work made it possible to observe laser satellites e
in a femtosecond laser plasma. The fact that the radiation in the observed spectral
emitted only during the interaction with the heating laser pulse indicates unequivo
that the lines are produced by the nonlinear interaction of laser photons with the e
states of multiply charged manganese and aluminum ions. Improvement of the

FIG. 4. a! Emission from an aluminum plasma during the laser pulse~1! and immediately after the pulse~2!.
Curve3 is the result of a theoretical modeling.

TABLE I. Energies of metastable states of the He-like ions Mg XI and Al XII.

Laser satellites Energy, cm21

Ion Level Transition lexp, Å experiment theory7

Mg XI 1s2s 1S0 H~1s2s 1S021s2 1S01vlas

1s2s 1S021s2 1S02v las

9.2199(11)
9.2366(11) 1.0836(3)3107 1.08393107

Al XII 1 s5s 1S0 H1s5s 1S021s2 1S01vlas

1s5s 1S021s2 1S02v las

6.1732(8)
6.1813(8) 1.6188(3)3107 1.61883107

Al XII 1 s5d 1D2 H~1s5d 1D221s2 1S01vlas

1s5d 1D221s2 1S02v las

6.1712(8)
6.1789(8)

1.6194(3)3107 1.61923107

Note. The experimental value for an ion in a laser field was determined from the equ
E@cm21#5108(1/ls1@Å] 11/ls2@Å#!/2; the calculation in Ref. 7 was performed for an isolated ion.
485 485JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 7, 10 Oct. 1997 Pikuz et al.
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resolution of the x-ray spectrograph and especially increasing the dynamic range
detection system will make it possible in the future to investigate weaker, higher-
nonlinear processes.11

The investigation of laser satellites is important for a number of reasons. Firs
observation of laser satellites makes it possible to perform direct measurements
excitation energies of the metastable states of ions and it can also be used to meas
intensities of laser fields in a plasma. Second, since the laser satellites are emitte
during the interaction with the heating laser pulse, they can be used to produce a
of ultrashort x-ray pulses. Finally, in analyzing x-ray laser schemes in which the u
level of the laser transition is metastable~for example, lasers based on Ne- and Ni-li
ions!, one must allow for processes that lead to the generation of laser satellites.3
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the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, Grant No. 96-02-16111.
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